PARTNER BRIEF

Deepfactor + Synopsys Black Duck
Deepfactor Developer Security enables engineering teams to quickly discover and resolve
security vulnerabilities, software supply chain risks, and compliance violations by observing
running applications during development and testing. Deepfactor integrates with Synopsys
Black Duck to reduce alert volume and improve remediation time by providing developers
with contextual runtime information and access to Black Duck Security Advisories (BDSA).

// Deepfactor Integrates with Synopsys Black Duck
to Help Developers Prioritize Cloud Native Supply
Chain Security Risks
With engineering teams embracing cloud native development and rapidly
adopting open source software, releases are increasing in both frequency
and complexity. In order to understand and address application risks,
development teams can use Software Composition Analysis (SCA) to
discover vulnerable libraries and dependencies. However, augmenting SCA
results with dynamic, contextual analysis of the running application can
help developers navigate the results:
> Save time by identifying and prioritizing vulnerabilities discovered in
active code by observing the application during runtime
> Help developers identify and triage vulnerable and insecure code by
providing contextual, application-aware insights such as system calls
and stack traces
> Extend developer visibility into security risks spanning application
code, container images, web/API interfaces and compliance

// The Integration
Deepfactor integrates with Synopsys Black Duck, which replaces
vulnerability information from the National Vulnerability Database (NVD)
with enhanced Black Duck Security Advisories (BDSA) that are researched
and analyzed by the Synopsys Cybersecurity Research Center (CyRC) for
completeness and accuracy.
Deepfactor utilizes a language-agnostic library to observe every thread,
process, container, and pod of cloud native applications without requiring
agents or privileged kernel code. With this information, Deepfactor creates
a Dynamic Bill of Materials (DBOM), which includes usage information
for dependencies and OS packages. By default, Deepfactor compares
the results with data from the NVD to provide developers with valuable
information on known and common vulnerabilities. The vulnerabilities
are then mapped to cloud security standards and contextual runtime
information, such as stack traces and method tracing, to help engineering
teams pinpoint vulnerable code and prioritize remediation.

The Solution
+

The Benefits
> Reduces alert volume to
help developers prioritize
and remediate application
vulnerabilities
> Identifies exploitable code by
observing which packages and
libraries are loaded when the
application is running
> Provides developers with
an integrated solution that
delivers application-aware
insights spanning application
code, dependencies, container
images, web/API interfaces and
compliance

The Requirements
Synopsys Black Duck
> Product License
> Hostname / IP Address
> API Access Token

About Deepfactor

// The Advantages
Help your engineering team manage the security, operational, and license
compliance risks that come from the use of open source and third-party
code. With Synopsys Black Duck and Deepfactor Developer Security
customers can:
> Prioritize and enhance SCA alerts results based on the behavior of
the running application to accelerate resolution of vulnerabilities and
reduce the impact of security on development
> Provide contextual and actionable security insights to developers
directly within the CI/CD pipeline
> Identify insecure code and behavior violations in first and 3rd party
code that can’t be found with static scanning
> Reduce the risk of data breaches, software supply chain attacks,
and compliance violations by identifying security risks earlier in the
software development lifecycle

Deepfactor is a developer security
platform that enables engineering
teams to quickly discover and
resolve security vulnerabilities,
software supply chain risks,
and compliance violations early
in development and testing.
Requiring no code changes, the
Deepfactor runtime observability
technology seamlessly plugs
into cloud native architectures,
enabling developers to identify,
prioritize, and remediate
application risks.

About Synopsys

Deepfactor showing vulnerabilities using
Synopsys Black Duck

// Next Steps
Pricing available upon request—sales@deepfactor.io
For more information on this integration, please visit our documentation.

Synopsys offers the most
comprehensive solution for
building integrity—security
and quality—into your SDLC
and software supply chain.
We’ve united leading testing
technologies, automated analysis,
and experts to create a robust
portfolio of products and services.
This portfolio enables companies
to develop customized programs
for detecting and remediating
defects and vulnerabilities early
in the development process,
minimizing business risk
and maximizing engineering
productivity. We don’t stop when
the test is over. As a recognized
leader in application security
testing, we offer onboarding
and deployment assistance,
remediation guidance, and
training solutions that empower
you to optimize your investment.

Deepfactor is a developer security platform that enables engineering teams to quickly discover and resolve security
vulnerabilities, supply chain risks, and compliance violations early in development and testing. For more information,
follow Deepfactor on Twitter or LinkedIn or contact us.
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